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Abstract
What role do negotiations play in the trajectory and termination of interstate wars? Extant
scholarship has largely treated negotiations as an activity that mirrors outcomes from fight-
ing. This view of negotiations as a simple reflection of the battlefield is not well-supported
by historical readings or empirical patterns of intra-war diplomacy, particularly in wars after
1945. I present an alternative view of negotiations as being instrumental. Diplomatic bar-
gaining not only occurs in response to battlefield outcomes, but is also used as a tool that
allows beleaguered war targets to stall for time and mitigate the war initiator’s strategic
first-mover advantage on the battlefield. Using two new daily-level datasets of battles and
diplomatic activity, I show that negotiations in post-1945 wars extend conflict when the war
initiator has an advantage in fighting, dampen the intensity of active hostilities, and are
associated with reversals of fortune favoring the war target. This framework of instrumen-
tal negotiations shows that the effect of intra-war diplomacy is conditional on the state of
hostilities, and has substantial implications on our understanding of war termination and
conflict resolution.
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Introduction
When it declared statehood on May 14, 1948, Israel was not prepared for the swift and simul-

taneous attack that its four Arab neighbors—Iraq, Syria, Jordan, and Egypt—would initiate on

the following day. Over the next five months, the new nation was battered on the battlefield and

lost enormous amounts of its proclaimed territory. A tenuous ceasefire took hold on July 18 while

Folke Bernadotte, United Nations Mediator to Palestine, facilitated negotiations via shuttle diplo-

macy. As talks fell apart in October, renewed fighting took a decidedly different tone. Israeli forces

had spent the last three months planning a series of massive military offensives to push out their

opponents. Beginning with Operation Yoav on October 15, these plans not only neutralized the

Arab States’ gains but helped Israel expand its territorial control beyond pre-war boundaries before

hostilities ended in January of 1949 (Tal 2004).

One notable feature of the Arab-Israeli War is that Israel appears to have exploited negotiations

to properly mobilize for combat and reshape the battlefield in its favor. Most international relations

(IR) scholarship has little to say on this possibility and might consider it a one-off coincidence.

Research on war tends to view negotiations as mechanical reflections of the battlefield that allows

belligerents to gradually converge upon a mutual acceptable agreement. Their main purpose is to

serve as an off-ramp before a war ends through complete military victory or defeat.

This succinct characterization, while appealing, does not sit well with the empirical record.

Contrary to the notion that states constantly converge in their positions during hostilities, states

negotiate in irregular bursts and exhibit a great deal of obstinacy with respect to bargaining, even

in the face of changes on the battlefield. These inconsistencies suggest that negotiations may

play a critical—but thus far, largely underdeveloped—role in our understanding of how diplomacy

impacts the termination of war and the trajectory taken to reach that point. Given that two-

thirds of interstate wars end through negotiated settlements and four-fifths involve at least one

negotiation, this could dramatically affect our understanding of conflict and its management.1

Against that backdrop, this paper makes two main contributions. First, I outline an alternative

view of negotiations as being an instrument of war. I establish a theoretical framework that explains

how periods of diplomatic bargaining can be exploited to help create temporary respites from

1The first statistic comes from Leventoğlu and Slantchev (2007). The second comes from my own negotiation
data, which I will describe in further detail later in this work.
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fighting, which grants targets of war an opportunity to translate more of their latent war-fighting

capabilities into active force on the battlefield. This helps to mitigate the war initiator’s first-mover

advantage. As such, negotiations are not only used to help settle conflicts, but also to help manage,

fight, and potentially win them.

Second, I use new daily-level data on battles and negotiations over all interstate wars since

1945 to test these claims. I find that these conflicts follow a common trajectory consistent with

an instrumental view of negotiations. Wars often begin with the initiator enjoying a distinct series

of battlefield gains. When negotiations occur at these volatile moments, the pace of fighting—and

with it, battlefield momentum—slackens. Most of these negotiations do not end wars, but rather

precede reversals of fortune on the battlefield where war targets mitigate much of the war initiator’s

early momentum. These patterns are not effectively predicted or explained using extant theories of

war, but they are much easier to understand if we view negotiations as a strategic tool of conflict

with purposes that are not related to immediately forging peace. In essence, the use of negotiations

in the Arab-Israeli War is not an exception, but the norm.

The concept of instrumental negotiations has substantial implications on our academic and pol-

icymaking approaches to conflict and its termination. Many of the inconsistencies between theories

of war and the empirical record of wartime diplomacy can be reconciled by treating negotiations

as a distinct, and not necessarily earnest, method to navigate hostilities. The fact that diplomacy

itself can be harnessed to extend conflict, reduce military pressures, and reverse battlefield out-

comes poses a severe challenge to extant scholarship that does not seriously contemplate intra-war

diplomacy or solely sees it as a manner to grant concessions. While it may seem unsurprising that

states can abuse negotiations during war, no study has systematically considered the conditions

under which such behavior should be more common, what effects they may have, nor whether those

efforts prove successful. A thorough reassessment of the strategic incentives and implications of

negotiations may help to shape a far more productive and practical study of conflict resolution.

Negotiation as a Reflection of War
Negotiation refers to direct or mediated communication between active belligerents with the osten-

sible aim of creating a mutually acceptable agreement. As will be made clear later, the inclusion of
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the word “ostensible” is important and differs from standard definitions that presuppose “interests

in reaching agreement” (Rubenstein 1982).2

Most extant research on war duration and termination has adopted a perspective in which

negotiations are largely irrelevant or mechanically reflect battlefield outcomes. A predominant

share of quantitative studies about war termination feature a “cannonball” approach where fixed

or initial characteristics only adjust the metaphorical cannon’s angle or power at the outset of

conflict (Bennett and Stam 1996; Goemans 2000a,b; Slantchev 2004; Weisiger 2013). These black

box and time-invariant methods preclude the study of how events that occur during the war itself,

including negotiations, can reshape the war’s trajectory once hostilities have already erupted.3 This

coarse methodology is largely a consequence of the field’s paucity of systematic intra-war data about

either fighting or bargaining. Weisiger (2016) has recently improved this situation by creating data

on monthly casualties during interstate wars, but few other resources have matched this standard.

Without many options for dynamic data, a host of bargaining models have sought to open the

black box of war and recognized that many wars go through and end via negotiations (Filson and

Werner 2002; Leventoğlu and Slantchev 2007; Mattes and Morgan 2004; Powell 2004; Slantchev

2003b; Smith and Stam 2004; Wagner 2000; Wolford et al. 2011). A majority of works involve

alternation between a take-it-or-leave-it offer and a potentially game-ending battle if the offer is re-

jected. This process continues with the belligerents updating their offers in response to information

culled through battles until one side accepts an offer or is completely defeated. As fighting accumu-

lates, belligerents respond by calibrating their bargaining offers to screen for the opponent’s type

(Filson and Werner 2002). Diplomacy becomes productive once information from fighting opens

a viable bargaining range, and offers or concessions converge upon a common set of expectations

between the belligerents (Slantchev 2003b).4

2Iklé (1964) also defines negotiation as “a process in which explicit proposals are put forward ostensibly for the
purpose of reaching agreement on an exchange or on the realization of a common interest where conflicting interests
are present” (3-4; emphasis mine).

3Formal scholarship that views conflicts as wars of attrition may technically analyze intra-war dynamics, but they
also reflect the idea that serious efforts to terminate wars are only made once battlefield activity has exhausted one
side (Langlois and Langlois 2009, 2012; Powell 2017).

4Goemans (2000a), Reiter (2009), and Weisiger (2013) provide richer historical accounts of several wars to illus-
trate how information obtained from hostilities can endogenously influence each side’s war aims. The quantitative
sections in Goemans (2000a) and Weisiger (2013) use methods and data that treat entire wars as the unit of analysis,
precluding the consideration of time-variant factors or decisions. While instructive, their qualitative findings have
not been fully mirrored using data across multiple wars. They also do not speak directly to negotiations themselves.
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Overall, most formal studies that address war termination produce a simple characterization

of intra-war diplomacy. The act of negotiation, independent of positions taken, is seen as a cost-

less activity. Belligerents are free to always or never negotiate, and costs are only derived from

any concessions made. When negotiations occur, they directly react to battlefield outcomes, pro-

mote convergence with each new battle that provides information, and move the war toward its

conclusion.

These assumptions help produce intuitive and internally consistent theories, but empirical

support is mixed at best. Histories of war make clear that leaders often opt not to negotiate while

fighting and take the choice to engage in diplomacy seriously. Patterns of negotiations are highly

sporadic and do not appear to directly update according to the battlefield. Of 1,702 battles recorded

across two centuries of war, only 12.7% were followed by negotiations in the next week.5 Fearon

(2013) and Langlois and Langlois (2012) also note that belligerents do not constantly negotiate,

but rather exhibit a high degree of obstinacy before swiftly reaching an agreement.

The notable divergence between the implications of IR theories about war and the historical

record indicates that we lack the proper quantitative and theoretical tools to grasp what role

negotiations play in the trajectory and termination of conflict. The idea that negotiations are solely

a war-ending activity or a constant reflection of the battlefield appears to be incomplete at best

and misleading at worst. Considering the qualitative importance leaders and policymakers place

on intra-war diplomacy, this is a substantial shortcoming and points to the notion that scholars are

overlooking other strategic considerations that play into the effects of negotiating during war.

Negotiation as an Instrument of War
Negotiations may be necessary to create agreements, but there is no guarantee that they will

succeed in realizing this goal. Indeed, in wars after 1945, the relationship between negotiations and

the termination of conflict becomes remarkably weak (Author).

This may appear to indicate that talk is cheap, but history suggests such an interpretation to be

incomplete. Accounts of negotiations spanning from labor disputes to interstate conflicts indicate

that disadvantaged actors often use negotiations for purposes that extend beyond and sometimes

5This is based on data described in further detail below. The number increases slightly to 15.6% when using a
two-week window.
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directly undermine settlement, all with hopes of reaching a more favorable deal in the future.

One common example involves making propagandistic statements to gain attention, frustrate the

opponent, and energize one’s supporters. Such behavior occurred frequently and purposefully in

negotiations at Kaesong and Panmunjom during the Korean War and Paris during the Vietnam

War. For instance, around the time that President Johnson halted bombings on North Vietnam in

November of 1968, the (North) Vietnam Workers’ Party issued an internal decree that spelled out

a strategy to drag out the Paris peace talks with hopes of wearing down the Americans (Asselin

2002).6

In past qualitative literature on interstate diplomacy, Iklé (1964) and Pillar (1983) use the term

“side-effects” to describe any consequences of talks which are unrelated to forging an agreement.

Their discussion of negotiation’s side-effects was cursory and unsystematic, but their core insight

is important. Since these diplomatic activities are being used as a tool for extraneous ends, I call

them instrumental negotiations.

For the sake of clarity, it is worth making my primary claim up front: Negotiations can be used

instrumentally and deceptively to buy time, which grants beleaguered targets a chance to fight

back on the battlefield and mitigate an initiator’s first-mover advantage.

The remainder of this section will develop the concepts and logic behind this central claim.

The First-Mover Advantage
To understand how and why negotiations can be harnessed to reshape hostilities, we must first

consider the strategic situation that exists between a war initiator and a war target.

Substantial literature has analyzed the advantage war initiators have due to having relatively

higher capabilities than the target that they choose. While some studies find that higher capabil-

ities predict success (Bueno de Mesquita 1981; Sullivan 2012), others find weaker or null results

(Cannizzo 1980; Carroll and Kenkel 2017; Maoz 1983). One explanation for these mixed findings

is that capabilities reflect latent forms of power, which are not equivalent to military power as

manifested on the battlefield (Sullivan 2007). Choices regarding the employment of force and the

6As psychological warfare adviser to the United Nations Command during the Korean War, Vatcher (1958)
supplies first-hand examples of how the “peace talks supplied [the Communists] with a propaganda sounding board
of unparalleled magnitude” (119).
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elements of strategy strongly mediate the relationship between latent power and success on the

battlefield (Arregúın-Toft 2001; Biddle 2004; Stam 1996).

On that level, war initiators wield an additional and time-sensitive asset that permits them

greater potential than their adversary to translate latent power into active power: a first-mover

advantage. By having the ability to select the time, place, and manner in which to begin hostilities,

war initiators have a unique opportunity to choose conditions that optimize their likelihood of

success (Chassing and Padró i Miquel 2010; Diehl 2004; Flynn 2008; Gartner and Siverson 1996;

Wang and Ray 1994). Targets are often not expecting to fight or cannot predict when, where, or

how an initial attack will occur. This permits initiators to leverage strategic surprise, which opens

a window of opportunity to exploit the target’s lack of preparedness (Axelrod 1979; Betts 1982;

Dupuy 1979; Luttwak 1987). In other words, the first-mover advantage exploits the gap that exists

between a target’s latent war-fighting capabilities and its applied war-fighting capabilities at the

outset of a conflict.

The Six-Day War of 1967 shows how the first-mover advantage can produce these dividends.

Tensions in the Middle East had escalated to perilous levels, with both Israel and the Arab States

making preparations for a potential outbreak of conflict. On May 5, Israel initiated hostilities by

launching a devastating surprise attack from the air that neutered the Egyptian Air Force, as well

as a simultaneous ground strike that marched toward the Suez Canal (Bowen 2003). The entire

Israeli plan exploited the first-mover advantage with remarkable success. The exact timing of the

strike was unknown to the Arab States, the location of the initial attack was completely different

from past conflicts, and the method of flanking Arab forces through desert terrain went against

expectations of a full-frontal assault using roads (Bowman 2016). Although the Arab States were

generally primed for war and had even built some fortifications around anticipated targets, they

were caught off-guard by the specific features of the Israeli assault, could not mount a proper

response, and were forced to accept defeat.

The notions of strategic surprise and the first-mover advantage are not new. Clausewitz (1976

[1832]) highlights the importance of initially surprising the opponent through “plans and disposi-

tions, especially those concerning the distribution of forces” so that initial combat “confuses the

enemy and lowers its morale” (198). Sun-Tzu (2007) makes the same point in The Art of War:

“Whoever is first in the field and awaits the coming of the enemy, will be fresh for the fight; whoever
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is second in the field and has to hasten to battle will arrive exhausted. Therefore the clever combat-

ant imposes his will on the enemy.” That said, likely due to data limitations and treatment of wars

as the unit of analysis, many IR studies have not explicitly captured these concepts. We have little

evidence regarding whether this first-mover advantage is borne out on the battlefield. Moreover,

scarce consideration has been placed on whether or how targets can attempt to dynamically deal

with this challenge.

Talking for Time
War targets face a disadvantage that hinders their initial performance on the battlefield. However,

this handicap is not necessarily insuperable or permanent. Targets can close the strategic gap

by properly mobilizing their latent capabilities and adapting to the unique circumstances of the

initiator’s activity, but only if they are able to buy time on the battlefield to do so.

Instrumental negotiations can provide a novel and deceptive avenue through which to realize

this goal. Importantly, this is most likely to occur and succeed when war targets are rapidly losing

ground on the battlefield.

Suppose that a target can negotiate in one of two ways: in good-faith or with instrumental

ends.7 A good-faith approach is based on genuine interest in forging peace through negotiations,

while an instrumental approach mainly hopes to abuse negotiations to support the war effort. By

treating bargaining offers as direct reflections of battlefield outcomes, most formal models of war

implicitly assume belligerents negotiate in good faith.

Both good-faith and bad-faith targets have reasons to seek negotiations when they are being

pummeled on the battlefield. Dramatic trends in fighting help actors to quickly converge upon

beliefs over future expectations (Slantchev 2003a; Weisiger 2016; Werner and Yuen 2005). This

would be the most likely scenario where good-faith actor would stop fighting in order to express a

serious interest in negotiating peace. For instance, in the Seven Weeks’ War of 1866, Austria sought

negotiations after being shocked by Prussian forces’ efficacy across a series of battles, culminating

with a quick and decisive victory at Koniggratz (Wawro 1993). A preliminary peace favoring

Prussia was signed in Nikolburg a couple weeks later.

7This process can be understood in terms of a simple signaling game where the target is the Sender and the
initiator is the Receiver.
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This also implies that when the battlefield is shifting in the initiator’s favor, targets with

instrumental ends can come to the table and feign interest in peace. Acting like and being in-

distinguishable from a good-faith actor produces two interrelated side effects that mitigate the

first-mover advantage. First, battlefield activity decreases. Targets will decrease hostilities in or-

der to behave like a genuine actor. Because an initiator is, at best, uncertain about the target’s

motives, it will also deescalate to avoid unnecessary costs.8 Negotiations therefore create lulls in

fighting and extend the overall conflict, even when no formal ceasefire is in place. Before armistice

negotiations for the Korean War began on July 10, 1951, both the Communist and United Nations

Command delegations explicitly agreed that hostilities would continue alongside talks. The first

round of negotiations still saw a dramatic initial drop in battlefield activity as both sides wanted

to see whether any progress would materialize (Zhu 2001).

Second, by creating temporary breathing room on the battlefield, negotiations provide time for

beleaguered targets to translate more of their latent war-fighting capabilities into active force on the

battlefield. This directly mitigates the first-mover advantage. Such a strategy played out during the

Falklands War, when the United Kingdom dithered through several international mediation efforts

while sending a naval task force across the Atlantic to confront the Argentinian military presence.

It is perhaps a consequence of this equalizing dynamic that war initiators tend to fare worse the

longer a conflict lasts (Cannizzo 1980; Filson and Werner 2002; Whitman 1941). Going one step

further, failed negotiations may help targets obtain their own short-term strategic advantage on

the battlefield (Tangredi 1985). Substantial literatures in military affairs and business attest to the

importance of deception and misrepresentation as a “force multiplier” and their use, particularly

by weaker parties, to gain a temporary competitive advantage.9

I have established that when the battlefield trends in its favor, it becomes difficult for an

initiator to deduce whether its opponent would be negotiating in good faith or with instrumental

ends. There are at least two connected reasons why an initiator may choose to negotiate in this

condition, even if it is aware that talks could be used instrumentally. First, an initiator may feel

8Compared to pre-1945 wars, there are relatively few intra-conflict ceasefires. Indeed, most post-1945 conflicts
are terminated through ceasefires (Fortna 2009).

9For a sample, see Caddell (2004); Clausewitz (1976 [1832]); Daniel and Herbig (1982); Gerwehr and Glenn (2000);
Grover (1986); Gulsby (2010); Handel (1982); Joint Chiefs of Staff (2006); Latimer (2001); and Lewicki (1983). Also
see Slantchev (2010), who discusses the strategic incentives that stronger parties may have to feign weakness for a
similar purpose.
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that it has accomplished its ultimate war aims and sees no other option but to settle the conflict

on its own terms.10 Second, an initiator that has made substantial gains from fighting may take

the calculated risk of negotiating with hopes that it can lock down its gains through a successful

diplomatic settlement.11

The Assam War is an instructive illustration of this logic in action. On October 20, 1962, Chi-

nese forces launched offensives across the McMahon Line—a boundary between India and China

that had been determined in 1914 but disputed ever since. Within three days, Chinese troops had

overrun a series of Indian outposts and largely achieved their limited aims. The Chinese govern-

ment sought to quickly stop the conflict and proposed a negotiated settlement of the boundary,

which included mutual withdrawals but recognition of the new lines of control. On October 24,

Nehru’s government vaguely dismissed the Chinese proposal, asked for a series of clarifications, and

presented the skeleton of a counterproposal. A back-and-forth of clarifications lasted until Novem-

ber 14, when Nehru flatly rejected the Chinese proposal and accused the Chinese of “cold-blooded

massive aggression” (Maxwell 1970). Indian forces, which had mobilized for hostilities during these

public negotiations, launched several assaults. India’s efforts failed to forge a victory, but their

burst of activity convinced the Chinese to propose a ceasefire on November 19 that had far more

favorable terms than their plan a month earlier. Nehru accepted this revised proposal, which gave

India two-thirds of the disputed territory, two days later.

It bears emphasizing that battlefield trends favoring the war initiator provide the ideal con-

ditions and incentives for both initiators and targets to engage in potentially instrumental nego-

tiations. In terms of conditions, it becomes easier for bad-faith actors to mimic the behavior of

good-faith actors that would want to actually settle the war. In terms of incentives, it is precisely

when fighting is going poorly for a target that the target would want time and space to regroup

and that an initiator would be willing to negotiate with hopes of ending the conflict on favorable

terms.

10The Assam War, described below, is one of these cases.
11The Turko-Cypriot War of 1974, which I mention after my hypotheses, is an example of this rationale. A third

underlying reason, not discussed or analyzed here, is that initiators go through the motions of negotiating merely to
alleviate immense international pressures for diplomacy (Author). Abortive mediation efforts during the Arab-Israeli
War typify this behavior.
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Implications
These historical examples and theoretical framework show that negotiations can be used for strate-

gic and potentially deceptive ends that string out conflicts in order to dilute a war initiator’s early

gains. They also indicate that incentives to promote or engage in such instrumental negotiations

are highest when battlefield momentum is tilted in the war initiator’s favor. An unprepared and

beleaguered war target will value the opportunity to use instrumental negotiations to regroup,

remobilize, and translate more of their latent war-fighting capabilities into active force, all with

hopes of diluting the initiator’s first-mover advantage. When battlefield momentum is leaning in

the war initiator’s favor, negotiations are more likely to be designed to prolong conflicts compared

to a scenario where no negotiations occur. As a corollary, negotiations that take place when the

battlefield is not in the war initiator’s favor are more likely to terminate conflicts than those that

occur when the war initiator is faring well. This is intuitive for the war target. Meanwhile, war

initiators that do not wield momentum on the battlefield will sense their chances at success dwindle

over time and will be increasingly open to the possibility of settlement (Filson and Werner 2004;

Slantchev 2004).

This discussion raises several testable hypotheses that would provide evidence to assess the

relative merits of viewing negotiations as being instrumental.

If negotiations are simply a reflection of conflict, as a great deal of scholarship would suggest,

then negotiations influence war termination by mirroring and mediating battlefield outcomes. The

presence of negotiations should indicate the opening of a viable bargaining range and the willingness

of belligerents to make concessions to bring their positions closer together. A meaningful and

positive relationship should exist between negotiations and the termination of war.

I have presented an alternative view where a meaningful but conditional relationship exists

between negotiation and war termination. When a war initiator is enjoying a distinct advantage

on the battlefield, negotiations are instrumentally designed to stall for time and therefore string

out conflicts in relation to a situation where no negotiations take place. Conversely, when the

battlefield is relatively stable and has nullified some of the initiator’s gains, it is more likely—but

still not guaranteed—that negotiations at those moments will bring conflicts to an end.
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Hypothesis 1 Negotiations decrease the likelihood of war termination when battlefield mo-

mentum favors the war initiator and increase the likelihood of war termination when battle-

field momentum shifts away from the war initiator.

This is a central implication of instrumental negotiations with respect to conflict termination.

Two additional and intermediary hypotheses attest to how the time gained from instrumental

negotiations serve to reshape the actual battlefield. First, if belligerents are entering negotiations

to appear interested in peace, then periods of negotiations should feature lower levels of active

hostilities. This decreased battlefield activity also provides the breathing room necessary for targets

to rearm and regroup.

Hypothesis 2 Periods of negotiations feature lower levels of active hostilities than periods

without negotiations.

Second, by delaying conflicts and calming the battlefield, negotiations give targets a chance to

translate more of their latent capabilities into actual forces prepared for combat, thereby diluting

the war initiator’s first-mover advantage. I have recounted several examples where war targets

(including Israel, North Vietnam, the United Kingdom, and India) used diplomatic cover to over-

come their initial disadvantages. In the aftermath of unsuccessful negotiations, battlefield outcomes

should tend to shift in favor of war targets.

Hypothesis 3 Periods following the ending of failed negotiations feature shifts in battlefield

momentum that favor the war target.

Before proceeding, some important caveats are worth emphasizing. My argument does not

suggest that every negotiation is instrumental. Austria’s desire for peace after numerous battlefield

losses in the Seven Weeks’ War, for instance, was genuine. I also do not suggest that every attempt

to negotiate instrumentally is successful. In the 1974 Turko-Cypriot War, the Greeks dragged

their feet during ceasefire negotiations pushed by the United Nations, United States, and United

Kingdom in late July and early August. Greece hoped to amass international sympathy, frame

the Turkish initiators as military occupiers, and prepare for further hostilities. Their diplomatic

stalling failed to stop Turkey’s advance two weeks later (Asmussen 2008). Lastly, my framework
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Reflection Instrument

Summary

Negotiations indicate changing
beliefs in response to fighting.
Negotiations start when a
bargaining range (re)opens and
reflect the battlefield.

Decision-makers, especially when
fighting favors an aggressor, use
negotiations for strategic ends
meant to shape the battlefield and
buy time. Negotiations react to but
also affect the battlefield.

Negotiation →
Termination

Positive relationship
Conditional relationship; lower
probability when fighting favors an
initiator (H1)

Negotiation →
Active hostilities

No theorized effect (except to end
overall war)12

Reduction of active hostilities (H2)

Negotiation →
Subsequent
Fighting

No theorized effect (except to end
overall war)13

Outcomes favoring the war target
(H3)

Sources

Bennett and Stam (1996); Fearon
(1995); Filson and Werner (2002,
2004); Goemans (2000a);
Leventoğlu and Slantchev (2007);
Powell (2006); Slantchev (2003b);
Weisiger (2013, 2016)

Iklé (1964); Pillar (1983); Tangredi
(1985)

Table 1: Overviews of two perspectives to negotiation’s role in war.

does not preclude the possibility that war initiators can also rearm and regroup during negotiations.

North Korean and Chinese forces undoubtedly used the first round of Korean War negotiations to

prepare for more fighting (Vatcher 1958). The crux of my argument simply states that war targets

have more to gain from stalling from time because they can mitigate a first-mover advantage, and

thus, the overall effect of negotiations on the battlefield should systematically favor the war target.

Diplomacy can impact a war’s trajectory without producing any changes in bargaining positions

but instead having direct impacts on the costs of fighting, which in turn influences choices about

the continuation or cessation of war (Filson and Werner 2007; Slantchev 2003a). Evidence of these

relationships would be a compelling sign that negotiations are not just a reflection of war, but also

an instrument of it. Table 1 summarizes the assumptions and implications of the two perspectives.

The notion that negotiations can dynamically influence the battlefield underscores the fact

that war duration and termination cannot be properly analyzed using quantitative methods which

adopt a black box or “cannonball” approach. On that note, we proceed to a discussion of data

necessary to investigate intra-war fighting and negotiating.
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Data
Tests of the aforementioned implications require measures of active hostilities, momentum on the

battlefield, and the occurrence of negotiations. I therefore rely on two new sources of daily-level

data on battles and diplomatic activity across 35 COW interstate conflicts since 1945.14 These

range from the First Kashmir War of 1947-1948 to the 2003 invasion of Iraq. The data allow for a

uniquely granular study of war that has thus far been intractable.

I first describe the battle-related data and then proceed to the negotiation measure.

Battles
Battles are a principal unit of combat and a key concept through which to understand armed

hostilities (Dupuy 1987). My definition of a battle is a synthesis of several that currently exist in

the literature: a clash between organized forces of combatants over a contested strategic objective.

The objective could involve a literal fortification, a bridge, or even a city. Formal models that

discuss “forts” tend to have this notion of a strategic objective in mind.15

Past works analyzing battles have utilized the U.S. Army’s Concepts Analysis Agency Database

of Battles, Version 1990, which is often known as the CDB90 or HERO dataset (Ramsay 2008; Reiter

and Stam 1998). While it is the most historically sweeping dataset, the CDB90 suffers several known

flaws regarding coverage, consistency, and bias toward Western conflicts (Desch 2002).16

I therefore rely on new information on 334 battles across the 35 post-1945 wars listed in the

Correlates of War. Author (2018) has described these data in detail, but it is worth reviewing the

definitions and procedures that helped to create the data.

The backbone of these data come from a reference by Jaques (2007) but is supplemented by

several other sources. Each of the volumes I have mentioned are comprised of narratives. Some

include narratives of individual battles, while others are longer narratives of entire conflicts with

12Most formal models of war alternate between fighting and bargaining so that the two never overlap. This
relationship is a technical artifact of the models and should not be interpreted literally.

13See footnote 12.
14COW features 38 wars after 1945, but three were removed from my study due to lack of reliable data on battles

and/or diplomacy: the 1968-1973 Second Laotian War, the 1970-1971 Communist Coalition War, and the five-day
Sino-Vietnamese Border War of 1987.

15For instance, Smith and Stam (2004) define a fort as “any particular form of military resource that is necessary
for the two nations to continue to fight and that can trade hands” (789).

16As a point of comparison with my data, the CDB90 features 82 battles, covering only nine of these wars.
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discussions of battles interspersed throughout. None are formatted as quantitative or computer-

ready data.

In order to create a useful dataset with battle-level observations, I only record characteristics

that can be consistently determined for every battle using their qualitative descriptions. This

results in two main pieces of information: the outcome of each battle, and the date(s) on which

each battle took place. I address each of these in turn.

Outcome
The notion of “victory” can be a highly subjective, context-dependent, and retrospective. Casualties

do not necessarily reflect victory or loss.17 Battles that are won tactically could simultaneously be

considered a strategic loss. To circumvent these complications, I define battle outcomes using a

much more minimal and tactical standard involving the gain, maintenance, or loss of the objective

disputed in a battle. This is an easily applicable criterion that is also immediately evident to the

belligerents during the war.18

Each battle features an attacker and a defender. An attacker is the party that is attempting

to claim, overtake, or destroy a strategic objective, while the defender is the party that occupies

the objective prior to the battle and attempts to defend or maintain the strategic objective.19

Attackers win when they seize or destroy the objective. Defenders win when they maintain

the objective. At minimum, this involves repelling the enemy attack and maintaining occupancy

of the objective. The defending side may also be so successful that they launch a counterattack to

eliminate the fleeing enemy forces. In the handful of cases lacking information on occupation, such

as chance encounters or battles in unoccupied territory, the side that retreats is coded as the loser

of the battle.

Each battle is given a score based on its outcome. Positive values indicate a victory for the

war initiator and negative values indicate a victory for the war target. As Table 2 indicates, war

initiators are slightly more successful overall than their opponents. The main analysis in this

17In his book on decisive battles, Creasy (1851) emphasizes that “it is not the number of killed or wounded in a
battle that determines its general importance” (vii).

18As was the case with the Battle of Kiev (Glantz and House 2015), strategic assessments about how a battle
factored into the overall war are not always obvious to leaders or observers until long after the battle in question is
completed.

19Note the use of “initiator” and “target” to discuss the overall war, and “attacker” and “defender” to discuss
individual battles.
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War Initiator Inconclusive War Target
Total 167 18 149
Proportion (0.500) (0.054) (0.446)
Standard score +1 0 −1

Table 2: Distribution of all battle victories.

paper uses a standard score of +1 for war initiator victories and −1 for war target victories. This

simplified system parallels how some formal models treat forts as being identical units. In the

Online Appendices, I use two additional re-weightings to differentiate battles based on whether the

defender wins the battle, as well as the overall duration of the battle. My results are not impacted

by this choice.

Dates
Battles begin when belligerents start engaging in hostilities over the contested strategic objective.

Battles end when a belligerent either succeeds or fails to take the objective—that is, when the

outcome of the battle as defined above becomes apparent (Dupuy 1987). Historians readily agree

on the start dates of battles, but the use of different standards, such as the last advance versus the

last day of actual fighting, can lead to debate about end dates.

About 75% of the recorded battles are shorter than two weeks in duration.20 These battles are

well-defined and have broadly accepted start and end dates with some minor one-day discrepancies

that would not impact the stability of my analysis. To resolve most inconsistencies while best

ensuring the data’s internal consistency, I defer to Jaques’s coding. For a handful of battles, the

general reference books on battles only provide starting and/or ending months. I refer to war-

specific resources to ascertain those dates.

Battlefield Measures
I use these raw battle-based scores to make three daily-level measures of battlefield activity: active

battles, position, and momentum.

The first measure gauges the level of hostilities on the battlefield. I count the number of active

battles taking place on each war-day according to my battlefield data. I use this number to test

Hypothesis 2.

2033% last a single day.
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The other two track different forms of movement on the battlefield. For each day t in a war w,

sw,t ∈ Z is the sum of the outcomes for any and all battles that ended that day. If three battles

came to an end on any particular day, sw,t could range between −3 and +3 using the standard

scores.

Position is the cumulative total of all daily sums for the entire war. This variable captures the

totality of hostilities. Formally,

Positionw,t =
t∑

i=1

sw,t

Momentum is calculated in the same manner, except only using the last d = 60 days of a

conflict.21 It therefore represents recent battlefield trends.

Momentumw,t =

t∑
i=max{1,t−d}

sw,t

Figure 1 shows the distribution of these two measures. For both, positive values indicate an

advantage for the war initiator, negative values indicate an advantage for a war target, and a value

of zero indicates parity. Figure 2 illustrates how these measures capture the 1948 Arab-Israeli

War.22 The figures largely reflect the brief narrative I previously described. The Arab states made

a series of initial gains in the war but were then routed by Israeli forces later in the conflict around

the time hopes of a diplomatic settlement faded. My analysis uses momentum as the primary

measure of battlefield activity. Position is included as a control variable.

Negotiations
Multiple sources catalog battles, not no analogous resource exists for negotiations. I therefore gather

data on wartime negotiations by consulting over 400 historical texts, primary source documents,

and periodicals.23

As mentioned earlier, negotiations are broadly defined as direct or mediated communication

between parties with the ostensible aim of creating a mutually acceptable agreement (Iklé 1964).

I use several criteria to operationalize this concept. First, communications have to involve an

21Results in Appendices E, F, and G replicate all the results in the main paper using d = 30 and d = 90.
22Plots of more wars are in Appendix C.
23Many sources come from an annotated bibliography by Shirkey and Weisiger (2012).
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Figure 1: Distributions of the daily-level fighting measures, using standard battle scores.
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Figure 2: Position and momentum for the Arab-Israeli War.

exchange or assessment of bargaining offers related to the potential settlement of hostilities. In

recognition of the word “ostensible,” I do not try to determine whether offers are “serious” or

whether any concessions are made.24 Second, the communication must take place between officially

appointed representatives of the belligerent nations who, harkening back to the first condition, must

make or assess bargaining offers. This definition encompasses summits, conferences, and shuttle

diplomacy involving official representatives of states and/or international organizations.25 That

said, note that mediation efforts where a third party fails to get the approval and participation of

belligerent states are not included because no offers are exchanged.

I utilize these conditions to determine whether negotiations took place on each given war-day.

This produces a binary variable. I refer to any uninterrupted string of days with negotiations,

whether they span one day or multiple months, as a negotiation period.26

Of 13,123 war-days in the data, 3,613 (about 27.5%) feature negotiations between the belliger-

ents. Subfigures 3a and 3b show how the 73 total negotiation periods are distributed across the 35

wars, as well as the lengths of these individual periods. Wars with negotiations tend to undergo

three or fewer negotiation periods, which typically last less than three weeks.27

24It is also prohibitively difficult to code these factors in a consistent manner.
25United States envoy Anthony Lake’s travels between Ethiopia and Eritrea during the 1998-2000 war over the

Badme Border is one recent example of this last category.
26I consider brief recesses between talks as days with negotiation, as long as the belligerents made explicit plans

to reconvene later. The Korean War presents a useful illustration. Between July and October of 1952, the United
Nations Command and the Communist states convened in Panmunjom on a weekly basis. It would be misguided to
code each weekly meeting as a separate negotiation period. I count all interceding days as having negotiations.

27Other descriptive statistics about the frequency and outcomes of negotiations are in Appendix D.
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Figure 3: Descriptive statistics for negotiations.

Before proceeding to full statistical results, general trends are instructive. Figure 4 uses kernel

regression smoothing to summarize the trajectory of negotiating and fighting in post-1945 interstate

wars. All 35 conflicts are normalized to fit on a 0−1 continuum, and then I calculate the proportion

of war-days spent negotiating as a function of the war’s overall duration, as well as the average

battlefield momentum. The movement of the line tracks negotiations and does not support the view

that wartime negotiations simply reflect the battlefield or that they merely forge peace. A large

bulge of diplomatic interactions occurs in the midst of conflict, especially when the war initiator

has substantial battlefield momentum, only to dissipate later. Because the line drops in the middle

of the figure, we see that numerous negotiations end without terminating the war. The shade of

the line represents battlefield momentum and is also revealing. The overall rise and fall of wartime

negotiations roughly align with a major shift in battlefield outcomes that come to favor the target.

Unsuccessful negotiations appear linked to a dilution of the war initiator’s battlefield advantage.

These patterns present suggestive evidence of a more complicated relationship between battlefield

activity and diplomacy, all of which support the instrumental view of wartime negotiations.

Research Design
Each of the three hypotheses uses negotiations as part of the key explanatory variable but differ in

the outcome of interest.
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Figure 4: Proportion of post-1945 wars featuring negotiations as a function of overall conflict lengths.
Battlefield momentum in gray scale.

Hypothesis 1 concerns the effect of negotiations on war termination conditional on contempo-

raneous battlefield momentum. To assess this relationship, I use Cox proportional hazard models

with time-varying covariates. The key explanatory variable is an interaction term between the

occurrence of negotiations and battlefield momentum.

Hypothesis 2 predicts that periods of negotiations should see decreased levels of active hostil-

ities. I test this using a Poisson regression where the number of active battles on each day is the

dependent variable, and negotiations are the explanatory variable.

Lastly, for Hypothesis 3, I analyze potential changes in battlefield momentum after negotiations

through ordinary least squares regressions. As I make explain in greater detail later, the explanatory

variable is an indicator for whether a war-day falls within the two weeks immediately following any

negotiation period that failed to terminate a war.

The unit of analysis for all tests is the war-day. Every model uses standard errors clustered by

war.

Control Variables
My analysis adopts a selection on observables approach. To best ensure that I can identify the effect

of negotiations in each test, I include several control variables that are common to quantitative

studies of war.28

28Descriptive statistics for all variables are available in Appendix A.
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• Issue salience: Belligerents may be more willing to fight harder when a conflict involves

existential threats, which are often linked to wars with serious credible commitment issues. I

use the classification scheme developed by Holsti (1991) and extend it to cover more recent

wars. Each side’s most important issue area related to the war is categorized as being,

in decreasing order: regime/state survival (2), a territorial or ideological dispute (1), or a

commercial or policy dispute (0). I add together the issue salience scores of both sides to

produce the final measure.

• Contiguity: Wars between more distant belligerents may be difficult to supply or manage

(Slantchev 2004). Conflicts between neighboring states may not only be easier to fight but

involve more familiar parties and difficult issues such as territorial claims. As such, conflicts

between neighbors have a greater tendency to escalate (Diehl 1985). Utilizing the COW

Direct Contiguity dataset (Stinnett et al. 2002), I create a dummy variable for wars where

belligerents share a land or river border.

• Capability ratio: States with greater industrial and military capabilities are more likely to

succeed in fighting (Wright 1965). Using the Composite Index of National Capability (CINC)

measure from the National Material Capabilities dataset (Singer 1987), I add together the

annual CINC measures for all active belligerents on each side in the war, with adjustments

made when belligerents in multilateral wars enter and exit. I divide war initiator’s score by

the sum of both sides’ scores. Values near 1 represent a far more capable war initiator, while

those near 0 indicate a much more capable war target. It is worth mentioning that the average

ratio at the outset of the 35 wars is 0.548, and 18 conflicts (51%) have ratios lower than this

value. In most cases, initiators are only slightly more capable than their targets, if not less

capable. This hints at another reason why war initiators would value and seek to exploit a

strategic first-mover advantage, and why they could lose their edge as a conflict progresses

and the target has a chance to properly mobilize its war-fighting capabilities.

• Democracy: A trove of democratic peace literature, far too extensive to address here, expects

democracies to be more discerning, credible and effective—yet impatient—belligerents in war

(Filson and Werner 2004; Reiter and Stam 2002; Schultz 1999).29 It is therefore important

to account for whether belligerents are democratic, particularly given the rise in democracies

29Farber and Gowa (1995) and Desch (2002) are two dissenting voices.
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after 1945. Indeed, about one-quarter of wars before 1945 involve a democratic belligerent;

this rises to one-half after 1945. A binary measure based on Polity (Marshall et al. 2016)

tracks whether each side is democratic.30

• Nuclear weapons: The threat of nuclear warfare is often considered a vital reason why post-

1945 wars have maintained a limited nature (Halperin 1961; Osgood 1957; Schelling 1960;

Waltz 1979). On related note, it may be that nuclear states at war possess greater coercive

capabilities while bargaining because of the ability to turn to a nuclear option. I include a

variable for whether the initiator and target successfully tested a nuclear weapon on or after

the war-day in question.

• Post-Cold War: Despite a lack of literature on changes before and after 1945, a great deal

of scholarship reflected on how the end of the Cold War and the bipolar order would affect

international relations (Gaddis 1992-1993; Kalyvas and Balcells 2010; Mearsheimer 1990;

Russett 1993; Waltz 2000). A dummy variable indicates whether a war-day occurs after

December 26, 1991—the day on which the Soviet Union dissolved.

• Position: I include a measure of position to ensure that the effects of momentum are not

reliant on the static configuration of the battlefield. This is essentially a running total of

battle outcomes over the entirety of the conflict; see Table 2. Positive values reflect times

when the war initiator has won more battles than the war target.

• Completed battles: More overall fighting represents more information and costs, both of which

may impact subsequent war-fighting decisions. I track the total amount of hostilities expe-

rienced in a war by measuring the number of battles completed by the war-day in question.

This quantity is then logged.

Note that the presence of multiple observations per war, which permits fixed effects estimation,

also allows us to weaken the selection on observables assumption (Keele 2015).

30I use a binary measure for two reasons. First, some studies call the apparent exactitude of Polity’s measures into
question (Treier and Jackman 2008). Second, 15% of the observations involve states without precise Polity scores.
Although these country-years may lack specific scores, it is relatively non-controversial to classify them as being
democratic or not.
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Results
I now proceed to formal results for each hypothesis.

A Conditional Effect on War Termination
Hypothesis 1 postulated that negotiations taking place when war initiators are doing well should

undermine the likelihood of hostilities coming to an end.

As a reference point, I first assess the unconditional relationship between war termination and

negotiations. Model 1 of Table 3 reflects a bivariate Cox proportional hazard model with standard

errors clustered by war. Negotiations produce no statistically significant result. The addition of

several controls variables in Model 2 does not change this null finding. Even though neither model

produces a significant coefficient for negotiations, it is noteworthy that both coefficients are quite

negative, challenging the idea that negotiations portend the termination of war.

One could interpret these findings as a sign that negotiations are frequent and meaningless

noise. This is a rather unsatisfying conclusion. Another possibility is the one I have outlined: The

effect of negotiations on the termination of war may be conditional on the state of the battlefield

at that time.

Models 3 and 4 assess this possibility in earnest by interacting my binary negotiation variable

with battlefield momentum. This variable allows us to see whether the effect of negotiations on

war termination is conditional on the degree of battlefield momentum that exists at that time. In

Model 3, we see a strong interactive and negative effect: When the battlefield trends in favor of

the war initiator, negotiations that take place are far less likely to bring the war to an end, in

relation to both a battlefield with identical momentum but no negotiations, and negotiations that

take place alongside battlefields with less momentum for war initiators. Model 4 shows that the

magnitude of this impact becomes stronger once we account for appropriate controls.31

Interactive effects cannot be properly interpreted using the coefficients alone, particularly when

they have varied signs and levels of statistical significance. We must instead calculate marginal

effects and their associated standard errors.32 Figure 5 displays the marginal effects of negotiations

31In Appendix E.6, I replicate the Cox proportional hazard model analysis using a frailty model that helps account
for unobserved war-level heterogeneity.

32See Brambor et al. (2006).
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Table 3: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation −2.447 −3.838 −2.305 −3.175
(1.678) (1.826) (1.731) (1.826)

Momentum 0.030 0.582∗∗ 0.162
(0.135) (0.226) (0.141)

Negotiation × Momentum −0.386∗ −0.728∗∗∗

(0.237) (0.281)
Position −0.057 −0.101

(0.105) (0.105)
Issue salience −0.988∗∗∗ −1.000∗∗∗

(0.303) (0.307)
Contiguity 0.381 2.476

(0.556) (1.974)
CINC ratio 1.307 2.023∗∗

(0.797) (0.892)
Democracy −0.137 −0.308

(0.538) (0.552)
Nuclear 0.254 −0.051

(0.540) (0.568)
Post-Cold War 1.634∗∗∗ 1.715∗∗∗

(0.582) (0.604)
Active battles −0.431∗ −0.586∗∗

(0.263) (0.310)
Completed battles 1.939∗∗∗ 2.030∗∗∗

(0.368) (0.384)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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(a) Model 3 of Table 3 (no controls).
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(b) Model 4 of Table 3 (controls).

Figure 5: Marginal effect of negotiations on conflict termination, conditional on battlefield momentum.
95% confidence intervals in bands.

on the termination of conflict across the entire range of values for battlefield momentum. The

simple specification of Model 3 produces a marginal effect that is only significant at the 95% level

at the most positive values of momentum but is statistically significant at the 90% for the majority

of positive values. Model 4, which includes controls, produces a much tighter result across almost

all positive values.

Both visualizations underscore the existence and impact of instrumental negotiations. When

battlefield momentum is increasingly favorable for the war initiator, negotiations taking place at

that time will decrease the likelihood of a war ending relative to the baseline hazard. That is,

diplomacy makes termination less likely compared to a case where no negotiations occur or where

battlefield momentum is against the war initiator. This latter finding may indicate that wars come

to an end after initiators lose their advantage and begin to see the tide turning against them, which

helps to update beliefs about the future prospects of conflict. Such a narrative would be consistent

with the trends seen in Figure 4.

These results support Hypothesis 1 by showing that complex calculations motivate the use of

diplomacy to moderate and potentially string out contemporary wars.

It is worth reviewing the results for several control variables. A consistent negative effect

of issue salience supports our intuition that belligerents are willing to fight longer when conflicts

involve more serious and potentially existential matters. Generally positive coefficients for the
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CINC ratio suggest, perhaps obviously, that wars involving more capable initiators generally end

more quickly. Post-Cold War conflicts also tend to terminate rapidly.

We find a strong negative coefficient for active battles. When more hostilities are taking place,

belligerents are either indicating a lack of willingness to terminate the conflict or a desire to finish

current fighting to learn more information. Lastly, completed battles have a highly positive impact

on the hazard rate. This result suggests an informal sort of duration dependence. Wolford et al.

(2011) and Vuchinich and Teachman (1993), among others, have found that wars are less likely to

end as they become longer. Bennett and Stam (1996) and Goemans (2000a), on the other hand,

find no such evidence. My finding suggests that the occurrence of hostilities is more important to

understanding the length of conflict than the passage of time itself.33

Appendix E includes several other tests that use fighting scores re-weighted by battle length

and different time windows for momentum. I also show that these results remain after removing

longer wars, that ceasefires are not responsible for these patterns, and that these results disappear if

we analyze “imbalanced outcomes” that do not distinguish between war initiators and war targets.

A Dampening Effect on Active Hostilities
Hypothesis 2 postulates that belligerents will tone down the intensity of active hostilities during

negotiations. This may happen for multiple reasons. Belligerents will want to minimize unnecessary

losses by seeing whether any progress comes out of negotiations before restarting hostilities. A

quieter battlefield also creates an opportunity for war targets with instrumental aims to more fully

mobilize their forces.

A test of this proposition is straightforward. I use my running count of active battles per

war-day as the outcome measure. This is a count variable with a mean of 0.421 and variance of

0.667. Dispersion tests indicate that overdispersion is low enough to use Poisson models instead of

negative binomial models. Model 1 finds that periods of negotiations are indeed associated with

fewer active battles.34 Model 2 maintains this result once controls are included. An average of 0.421

33This aligns more with a formal approach to war where battles indicate new “rounds” in a bargaining game.
34The combined use of fixed effects and lagged dependent variables introduces bias to the estimates (Nickell 1981).

However, since this bias diminishes as within-unit observations increase and the average is hundreds of days long,
this does not pose a substantial concern. Appendix F demonstrates that the results remain similar when the lagged
dependent variable is removed.
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battles take place on each war-day. The estimated coefficients for negotiations therefore represent

anywhere between a 28% and 34% drop in active hostilities.

There may be concerns that the dampening effect of negotiations is simply capturing ceasefires.

I address this by creating a binary variable that tracks whether an active ceasefire was in place on

each war-day. Such ceasefires are not common; only 669 days feature them, and only 223 of those

days include contemporaneous negotiations. These low numbers may be surprising, but they reflect

the fact that most post-1945 conflicts are terminated through a ceasefire instead of a more formal

peace agreement (Fazal 2013).

There are 3,613 days with negotiations, so it is unlikely on its face that ceasefires are responsible

for my finding. I assess this more rigorously by including the binary ceasefire variable in Models

3 and 4. As we would expect or hope to see, ceasefires have a strongly negative association with

the number of active battles taking place. These findings do not affect the negative coefficient

for negotiations. In accordance with Hypothesis 2, periods with negotiations indeed feature lower

levels of active hostilities.

A Reversal of Fortune with Battlefield Momentum
This leads us to Hypothesis 3, which theorized that failed negotiations should be followed by

battlefield outcomes that are more favorable to the war target. At the core of this insight was

the mitigation of the first-mover advantage. Creating pockets of breathing room on the battlefield

allows for war targets that may not have anticipated a conflict to mobilize their latent force into

active force. Moreover, the longer a war becomes, the less that a war initiator can rely upon the

element of surprise or any other strategic advantages that come from selecting into conflict on its

own terms. If negotiations provide an avenue for conflicts to be extended and for hostilities to be

toned down, then we should expect to see the war initiator’s advantages be largely negated once

negotiations fall apart. I evaluate this by looking at changes in battlefield momentum before and

after every negotiation period that fails to terminate a conflict.

Some initial descriptive trends prove useful here. Figure 6 shows the average daily value of

momentum during the two weeks before and after every negotiation period that fails to end the

conflict. The turnaround in battlefield outcomes is evident. In the days prior to a negotiation,

average momentum values slightly favor the war initiator. Soon after negotiations end, values
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Table 4: Poisson regression results for the number of active battles per war-day.

Dependent variable:

Active battles

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Lagged DV 1.053∗∗∗ 1.039∗∗∗ 1.045∗∗∗ 1.033∗∗∗

(0.020) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020)
Negotiation −0.173∗∗∗ −0.154∗∗∗ −0.143∗∗∗ −0.135∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.031) (0.031) (0.032)
Ceasefire −0.734∗∗∗ −0.646∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.095)
Momentum −0.013 −0.008

(0.010) (0.010)
Position −0.011∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004)
Issue salience 0.679∗∗∗ 0.859∗∗∗

(0.172) (0.183)
Contiguity −0.102 −0.159

(0.183) (0.183)
CINC ratio 0.345∗∗ 0.269∗

(0.139) (0.142)
Democracy −0.194∗ −0.272∗∗∗

(0.102) (0.105)
Nuclear −0.524∗ −0.548∗

(0.305) (0.318)
Post-Cold War 1.813∗∗∗ 2.105∗∗∗

(0.413) (0.437)
Completed battles −0.249∗∗∗ −0.229∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.024)
Constant −1.620∗∗∗ −3.051∗∗∗ −1.512∗∗∗ −3.352∗∗∗

(0.095) (0.343) (0.105) (0.362)

War FEs X X X X
Clustered SEs (War) X X X X

Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Figure 6: Average value of momentum in the 14 days before and after every negotiation period that does
not terminate war.

dive into negative values. This inflection indicates that war targets gain their own initiative and

successfully begin to push back against their opponent.

Table 5 displays information on the state of the battlefield immediately prior to each negoti-

ation, as well as which side won the first battle following failed negotiations or whether the war

terminated. A majority of negotiations begin when battlefield momentum (over the last 30 days)

has died down. Three points stand out. First, in about 47% of negotiations, talks fail and then

are followed by a battle victory by the war target. This reflects the same general finding from

Figure 6 and emphasizes how targets often benefit after negotiations break down. Second, we see

substantial variation in post-negotiation outcomes, including success: 22% of negotiations are fol-

lowed by a battle victory by the initiator, and the remaining 32% terminate the conflict. Third,

pre-negotiation battlefield momentum also does not share a strong relationship with whether talks

succeed or fail. In a simple t-test, p = 0.898. These observations together highlight that belliger-

ents cannot reliably predict the result of negotiations; no outcome is guaranteed. War initiators

are therefore not irrational to negotiate with hopes of striking a settlement that locks down their

gains, and instrumental war targets have a reasonable chance to mask their intentions by acting

like a party that will forge a negotiated peace.

To address Hypothesis 3 directly, Table 6 presents results of ordinary least squares regressions

that compare momentum before and after every negotiation that fails to terminate a war. Models 1,

3, and 5 in Table 6 include war fixed effects, while Models 2, 4, and 6 replace war fixed effects with
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First battle won
after talks

Initiator Target War Ends Total

Initiator
8 4 3 15

(0.110) (0.054) (0.041) (0.205)
Momentum

Neither
8 24 15 47

before talks (0.110) (0.329) (0.205) (0.644)

Target
0 6 5 11

(0.000) (0.082) (0.068) (0.151)

Total
16 34 23 73

(0.219) (0.466) (0.315) (1.000)

Table 5: Comparison of pre-negotiation momentum with post-negotiation battle outcome. Using 30-day
momentum measure.

a series of war-specific controls. Results are immune to this choice. Models 3 and 4 explore changes

in the two-week period surrounding negotiations, which mirrors Figure 6. Periods following the

end of failed negotiations have substantially better battlefield outcomes for war targets compared

to moments preceding those talks. The shift is substantial: A −0.283 drop in Model 4 represents

a major decrease from momentum’s mean value of 0.040.

Models 1 and 2 replicate the same analysis with a 7-day window, while Models 5 and 6 do so

with a 21-day window. The results are all statistically significant. Magnitudes of the downward

shifts become larger when time frames widen, suggesting that the war target’s fortunes tend to

improve even further after negotiations fall apart.35

The strength of this post-negotiation effect, paired with the fact that its magnitude intensifies

over time, raises a potential concern that my finding simply captures a downward trend in mo-

mentum within each war. It is plausible that war targets take more time to mobilize and properly

respond to an attack, regardless of whether negotiations intercede during the process.

I address this in two ways. First, note that every model in Table 6 includes a linear time

trend. The results are not affected by this variable. Second, a placebo test shows that the effect

is unlikely to be an artifact of chance. I perform this test by first randomly choosing a war (with

the probability of being chosen weighted by the total number of days it constitutes in my data),

and then drawing a random sequence of days from the war. I treat this sequence as a hypothetical

negotiation period. I use the 14 days before and after these periods as the pre-negotiation and

35Appendix G shows that these results remain when using 30-day or 90-day versions of the battle momentum
measure.
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Table 6: Least squares regressions of momentum, before and after negotiations end.

Dependent variable:

Momentum

7-Day Window 14-Day Window 21-Day Window

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post-negotiation −0.124∗∗ −0.173∗∗∗ −0.208∗∗∗ −0.283∗∗∗ −0.288∗∗∗ −0.370∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.062) (0.045) (0.049) (0.040) (0.043)
Negotiation 0.047 0.042 0.148∗

(0.133) (0.094) (0.076)
Issue salience −1.024∗∗∗ −1.023∗∗∗ −1.239∗∗∗

(0.350) (0.215) (0.181)
Contiguity 2.816∗∗∗ 2.983∗∗∗ 3.351∗∗∗

(0.370) (0.257) (0.225)
CINC ratio −0.809∗∗ −0.266 0.369

(0.411) (0.270) (0.232)
Democracy 0.366 0.194 −0.101

(0.264) (0.196) (0.173)
Nuclear 0.163 0.048 0.054

(0.324) (0.223) (0.187)
Post-Cold War 1.956∗∗∗ 2.017∗∗∗ 1.824∗∗∗

(0.416) (0.282) (0.225)
Active battles 0.151∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗∗

(0.047) (0.034) (0.030)
Completed battles 0.458∗∗∗ 0.470∗∗∗ 0.491∗∗∗

(0.114) (0.079) (0.067)
Time trend −0.0003∗∗ −0.0004∗∗∗ −0.0005∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

War FEs X X X

Observations 788 788 1,440 1,440 2,025 2,025

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Figure 7: Bootstrapped estimates for the effect of the post-negotiation period on battlefield momentum in
a placebo test. Fully specified model with war fixed effects.

post-negotiation phases, respectively. After gathering 100 of these hypothetical pre-negotiation

and post-negotiation days into a single dataset, I run the same analysis that produced Table 6. I

repeat this process 1,000 times to yield bootstrapped estimates for the post-negotiation effect. If

my main finding is an artifact of a downward trend, then we should find a statistically significant

negative effect for the post-negotiation phase, even if we use randomly chosen stretches of time.

Figure 7 shows the resulting distribution of coefficient estimates. The mean estimate from this

exercise is −0.037, which is far smaller in magnitude that the values in Table 6. Furthermore, the

95% confidence interval for this estimate is [−0.220, 0.139], effectively providing no evidence of a

systematic reversal of fortune for war targets. This null result gives us greater confidence that

negotiations have a non-trivial relationship with a war target’s ability to regather themselves and

redouble their efforts on the battlefield.

Considered together, these findings paint a story that solidly bolsters the instrumental view

of negotiations. The purpose and result of negotiations varies widely depending on the context

that recent battlefield activity provides. War initiators tend to enjoy a first-mover advantage on

the battlefield and capitalize on their target’s lack of preparedness at the outset of conflict. When

battlefield momentum is swinging in favor of a war initiator, some targets will mimic the behavior

of a good-faith actor and enter negotiations with the ostensible aim of finding an agreement. Ac-

tive hostilities fall during these periods of time when a peaceful settlement seems possible. This

breathing room creates space that allows a bad-faith target to compensate for their initial material

and strategic disadvantages, and thus, mitigate the first-mover advantage. The strategy generally
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works. Failed negotiations tend to be followed by reversals of fortune on the battlefield that favor

the war target before conflicts come to an end. Diplomacy manages to actively influence, and not

simply reflect, the battlefield.

Conclusion
Carl von Clausewitz (1976 [1832]) is famously remembered for his maxim that “War is a mere

continuation of policy by other means.” The last two decades of war scholarship have been heavily

influenced by this notion of war as a distinct extension of a bargain that failed to be settled through

diplomacy alone. This very productive line of research, however, has developed at the expense

of studies involving intra-war activity, including the use of diplomacy in the midst of conflict.

Leading theories and models of war tend to treat negotiations as being a direct and mechanical

reflection of the battlefield. This conception of negotiations may be buttressed by a heavy focus on

signaling theory (Ander-Nissen 2015) or a supposed normative belief that diplomacy should not be

exploitative (Joy 1955; Lall 1966; Snyder 2000; Steibel 1972; Young 1968).36 Such a view does not

correspond well with observed patterns of negotiation after 1945, where diplomacy seems far more

inconsistent, intransigent, and intertwined with hostilities than these theories assume. Negotiations

during the Arab-Israeli War, described at the outset of this article, exemplify these inconsistencies.

I have theorized and shown that these apparent discrepancies are actually part of a regular

pattern where negotiations are often used as an active tool of war that can slow down, moderate,

and reshape the battlefield. Instrumental negotiations make a substantial contribution to bridging

the gap between theories and histories of war. Contrary to the suggestions of many studies, bad

news from the battlefield does not necessarily engender interest in peace, and diplomacy’s value

does not suddenly dissipate once blood is shed.

36Providing a historical review, Satow’s Guide to Diplomatic Practice (Roberts 2009) briefly discusses diplomacy
during the Renaissance and prior to the Peace of Westphalia in a disdainful manner, as a time in which “good
diplomacy suffered a temporary lapse” (9):

It was during this period that the ‘Machiavellian’ expedients of spying, conspiracy, and deceit brought
the reputation of the resident diplomatic agent to its nadir. Raison d’étre or what in English is called
‘the end justifying the means’ took unquestioned precedence over morality. (10)

Satow argues that the 1648 Peace of Westphalia created a state-based system in which the aristocratic class took
charge of diplomacy. The shared culture of elite officials in the diplomatic corps (who found more in common with
one another than with their own average citizen) helped to restore “well-defined rules and civilized conventions” (11).
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The new battle and diplomatic data collected for this undertaking not only help to evaluate my

key claims but permit the study of intra-war dynamics at a level that was previously intractable.

These resources establish the groundwork for a renewed research agenda pointed in that direction,

as well as the apparatus necessary to rigorously evaluate the assumptions and implications of formal

models of conflict. The raw battle data provides ample opportunity to develop other measures of

battlefield dynamics that could shed greater light on what dimensions of combat guide intra-war

behavior, including war termination.37

The results of this study have meaningful ramifications on contemporary conflict resolution.

Recent negotiations to quell conflicts in Syria, Northern Ireland, the Sudan, and (until recently)

Colombia have all been characterized by suspicions, if not accusations, of parties negotiating in bad

faith to prepare for renewed hostilities. This paper suggests that negotiations should not be viewed

as universally desirable during war; their ability to promote the cessation of violence is linked to the

dynamic successes and setbacks experienced by each belligerent.38 While some unilateral efforts

to start negotiations may genuinely create a settlement, others may be designed to generate other

side effects. The fact that most intrastate wars pit rebel groups against a vastly more powerful

adversary only exacerbates the potential for diplomacy to be harnessed as a weapon of the weak

(Huang 2016).

The strategic logic of negotiation, both genuine and instrumental, opens avenues to a deeper

study of war on multiple fronts. By engaging in or withdrawing from negotiations, democratic

leaders may trigger domestic unrest or energize opposition elites (Iklé 1971; Putnam 1988). These

domestic considerations, as well as normative beliefs about negotiating in good faith, may affect

democracies’ willingness to use negotiations in relation to non-democracies. Furthermore, if democ-

racies tend to initiate wars they feel they can win (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003; Reiter and Stam

2002), instrumental negotiations may deflate their first-mover advantage and pose a direct threat to

success. Negotiations may be a necessary condition for belligerents to make concessions, but future

studies would be well-served by detailed information on when belligerents actually made substantial

concessions during conflict, as well as what those changes broadly entailed (Reiter 2003). Conces-

sions do not necessarily indicate a genuine desire to forge a conflict-ending agreement (Tangredi

37For instance, see Min (2018).
38Indeed, when mediation efforts or ceasefires are imposed in unnatural settings where fighting has not reached a

self-enforcing equilibrium, conflicts tend to relapse (Beardsley 2011; Werner and Yuen 2005).
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Figure 8: Proportion of pre-1945 wars featuring negotiations as a function of overall conflict lengths.
Battlefield momentum in gray scale. Compare with Figure 4, which summarizes post-1945 wars.

1985), but it would be illuminating to see what factors alter states’ demands. These data would

expressly address whether or not states converge in positions or engage in attrition-like behavior.

Finally, it is worth highlighting that many of the patterns I have demonstrated in my analysis

do not hold in pre-1945 wars. Figure 8 replicates Figure 4, but using data from the 57 pre-1945 wars.

Two differences are striking. First, negotiations are relatively infrequent throughout most of a pre-

1945 war, but then quickly and successfully terminate hostilities when they do occur. Second, we see

no evidence of a reversal of fortune in favor of war targets; initiators continually build momentum

throughout conflict. An archetypal pre-1945 conflict appears to involve an initiator relentlessly

beating the target until it buckles, submits, and is willing to codify its loss at the bargaining table.

The traditional IR view of negotiations as a reflection of the battlefield is unhelpful in understanding

post-1945 wars but appears to fit pre-1945 conflicts more effectively.

These unmistakable differences are signs that the costs and benefits to negotiating can system-

ically shift over time. Something about the post-1945 world makes it easier to use negotiations

instrumentally. Recent scholarship indicates that the liberal international order developed after

World War II actively promotes peace, stability, and negotiated settlements in a manner that was

not seen in the past (Goertz et al. 2016; Howard and Stark 2017/18). This presents another rea-

son why belligerents may come to the table and reduce hostilities, even when there is uncertainty

about the intent of negotiations: International actors may exert constant pressure on belligerents

to engage in diplomacy and impose costs if they avoid it. As such, third parties may help gen-
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erate opportunities to use negotiations in a deceptive manner that previously would have been

too risky or looked like suing for peace. Further qualitative and quantitative work is necessary

to understand the when and why international actors promote diplomacy after 1945.39 It is not

immediately clear whether international actors are explicitly aiming to allow instrumental negoti-

ations that undermine acts of aggression and restore stability, or whether belligerents are merely

exploiting genuine international efforts to forge a settlement. Insights from this line of work would

reveal how systemic-level factors interact with conflict-level factors to influence the strategic use of

negotiation during war.

Hampered by limited data, contemporary war scholars have made narrow progress in analyzing

the ebbs and flows of war, both on the battlefield and at the bargaining table. History indicates that

a comprehensive understanding of conflict requires a serious look at the role of diplomacy during

hostilities. The existence of instrumental negotiations, which can undermine peace, temporarily

dampen fighting, and reshape the trajectory of hostilities, reaffirms the importance of this endeavor.

39For one useful example involving the formation of ceasefires, see Werner and Yuen (2005).
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Appendix A: Descriptive Statistics
Below are descriptive statistics for all wars, also broken down to pre-1945 and post-1945. The main
text of the paper only relies on post-1945 data, but I provide information on all data here because
it is used throughout the appendices.

Table A1 provides some summaries of several features of war, such as their average length,
proportion of time spent in negotiations, and so on. Tables A2 and A3 present summary statistics
of the variables used in the statistical analysis.

Table A1: Summary statistics at the war level.

Min. 1Q Med. Mean 3Q Max.
War length (days) All 5.00 59.75 152.00 402.15 443.00 3735.00

Pre-1945 7.00 67.00 181.00 418.90 507.00 2175.00
Post-1945 5.00 31.00 93.00 374.90 262.50 3735.00

Battle length (days) All 1.00 1.00 3.00 20.50 13.00 2075.00
Pre-1945 1.00 1.00 3.00 21.64 13.00 2075.00
Post-1945 1.00 2.00 5.00 14.89 14.00 326.00

Negotiation length (days) All 1.00 3.00 9.00 33.49 29.00 1306.00
Pre-1945 1.00 2.75 9.00 23.42 29.75 192.00
Post-1945 1.00 3.00 9.00 49.49 27.00 1306.00

Number of negotiations All 1.00 1.00 1.5 2.05 3.00 10.00
Pre-1945 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.42 3.00 8.00
Post-1945 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.92 3.00 10.00

Total battles All 1.00 3.50 6.00 17.92 12.00 453.00
Pre-1945 1.00 4.00 7.00 24.00 15.00 453.00
Post-1945 1.00 3.00 6.00 8.79 8.75 50.00

First neg. (prop. of war) All 0.00 0.22 0.64 0.60 0.99 1.00
Pre-1945 0.00 0.35 0.78 0.64 0.98 1.00
Post-1945 0.00 0.09 0.44 0.53 1.00 1.00

Prop. w/ negotiations All 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.16 0.24 0.75
Pre-1945 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.19 0.52
Post-1945 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.21 0.39 0.75
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Table A2: Summary statistics for continuous variables.

Min. 1Q Med. Mean 3Q Max.
Issue salience All 0.00 2.00 2.00 2.49 3.00 4.00

Pre-1945 0.00 2.00 2.00 2.31 3.00 4.00
Post-1945 0.00 2.00 2.00 2.82 4.00 4.00

CINC ratio All 0.01 0.30 0.52 0.55 0.82 0.99
Pre-1945 0.02 0.31 0.52 0.55 0.80 0.99
Post-1945 0.01 0.28 0.53 0.56 0.93 0.99

Position All −138.00 −2.00 1.00 1.55 5.00 48.00
Pre-1945 −138.00 −2.00 1.00 −0.30 5.00 48.00
Post-1945 −10.00 −3.00 1.00 4.88 8.00 27.00

Momentum All −25.00 0.00 0.00 −0.17 1.00 24.00
Pre-1945 −25.00 −1.00 0.00 −0.31 1.00 24.00
Post-1945 −10.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 10.00

Active battles All 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.04 1.00 23.00
Pre-1945 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.38 1.00 23.00
Post-1945 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 1.00 8.00

Completed battles (logged) All 0.00 1.39 2.30 2.36 2.89 6.11
Pre-1945 0.00 1.39 2.30 2.36 2.89 6.11
Post-1945 0.00 1.39 2.57 2.28 3.37 3.83

Table A3: Summary statistics for binary variables.

0 (No) 1 (Yes)
Negotiation All 30,517 (0.828) 6,332 (0.172)

Pre-1945 21,007 (0.885) 2,719 (0.115)
Post-1945 9,510 (0.725) 3,613 (0.275)

Contiguity All 16,658 (0.452) 20,191 (0.548)
Pre-1945 10,817 (0.456) 12,909 (0.544)
Post-1945 5,841 (0.445) 7,282 (0.555)

Democratic belligerent All 26,592 (0.722) 10,257 (0.278)
Pre-1945 17,451 (0.736) 6,275 (0.264)
Post-1945 9,141 (0.697) 3,982 (0.303)

Nuclear belligerent All 30,503 (0.831) 6,183 (0.169)
Pre-1945 N/A N/A
Post-1945 6,940 (0.529) 6,183 (0.471)

Post-Cold War All 35,072 (0.952) 1,777 (0.048)
Pre-1945 N/A N/A
Post-1945 11,346 (0.865) 1,777 (0.135)
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Appendix B: Technical Information on Battle Data
In collecting my list of battles, I defer to the best-informed decisions of military historians that
have analyzed these conflicts. This appendix describes the resources, definitions, and processes I
used to convert these predominantly qualitative records into quantitative data.

B.1: Data Sources
As I mention in my main text, I use The Dictionary of Battles and Sieges by Jaques (2007) as
a starting list of candidate battles. I do so because this volume has the highest coverage of ex-
tant sources; I return to this point shortly. Some important auxiliary resources include those by
Clodfelter (2008), Eggenberger (1985), and Showalter (2014). I will refer to and use these works
throughout to provide context to my battle data.

Through cross-referencing and supplementary research, I add 115 battles that are not included
in Jaques’s original list. See Table A4.

# War Name B. # War Name B.

19 La Plata 4 118 Manchurian 12
22 Crimean 1 121 Second Sino-Japanese 9
37 Neapolitan 1 145 Franco-Thai 6
40 Franco-Mexican 2 153 Off-shore Islands 3
52 Naval War 2 156 Soviet Invasion of Hungary 1
60 First Central American 1 159 Taiwan Straits 1
61 Second Russo-Turkish 1 175 Football War 2
94 Second Spanish-Moroccan 1 186 War over Angola 18
103 Second Balkan 5 205 War over Lebanon 4
115 Second Greco-Turkish 11 208 Sino-Vietnamese Border 4
116 Franco-Turkish 13 216 Azeri-Armenian 4
117 Lithuanian-Polish 2 217 Cenepa Valley 7

Table A4: Number of battles added beyond Jaques’s initial list. “#” is the COW war number, and “B.”
is the number of added battles.

Table A5 provides the number of battles per post-1945 war. Counts from the CDB90 are
provided for comparison.
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Table A5: Comparison of battles in the new battle dataset (BDS) and existing Concepts Analysis Agency
Database of Battles (CDB). Note that the CDB does not distinguish between the two Balkan Wars, instead
listing five battles for “The Balkan Wars.”

# War BDS CDB # War BDS CDB
147 First Kashmir 7 186 War over Angola 18
148 Arab-Israeli 25 9 187 Second Ogaden War, Phase 2 6
151 Korean 41 11 189 Vietnamese-Cambodian 3
153 Off-shore Islands 3 190 Ugandan-Tanzanian 2
155 Sinai War 6 4 193 Sino-Vietnamese Punitive 1
156 Soviet Invasion of Hungary 1 199 Iran-Iraq 27
168 Ifni War 5 202 Falkland Islands 7
159 Taiwan Straits 1 205 War over Lebanon 5 1
160 Assam 4 207 War over the Aouzou Strip 6
163 Vietnam War, Phase 2 50 1 208 Sino-Vietnamese Border War 5
166 Second Kashmir 8 211 Gulf War 8
169 Six Day War 10 22 215 Bosnian Independence 9
170 Second Laotian, Phase 2 1 216 Azeri-Armenian 5
172 War of Attrition 10 1 217 Cenepa Valley 8
175 Football War 2 219 Badme Border 5
176 Communist Coalition 1 221 War for Kosovo 1
178 Bangladesh 14 223 Kargil War 1
181 Yom Kippur War 11 33 225 Invasion of Afghanistan 6
184 Turco-Cypriot 5 227 Invasion of Iraq 6

Total 334 82
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Appendix C: Example Battle Outcome Plots
This appendix provide plots of position and momentum over time for several additional wars cov-
ering a wide range of time and space.

Figure A1: Korean War (1950− 1953)
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Figure A2: Vietnam War, Phase 2 (1965− 1975)
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Figure A3: War over Angola (1975− 1976)
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Figure A4: Iran-Iraq War (1980− 1988)
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Appendix D: More on Negotiations
D.1: Negotiations Periods Per War
Table A6 presents the number of negotiation periods to occur in each post-1945 conflict.

War # Negs.

Arab-Israeli 1
Assam 2
Azeri-Armenian 6
Badme Border 10
Bangladesh 0
Bosnian Independence 2
Cenepa Valley 3
Falkland Islands 3
First Kashmir 5
Football War 1
Gulf War 1
Ifni War 1
Invasion of Afghanistan 0
Invasion of Iraq 0
Iran-Iraq 9
Kargil War 2
Korean 3
Off-shore Islands 0

War # Negs.

Second Kashmir 0
Second Ogaden War, Phase 2 2

Sinai War 0
Sino-Vietnamese Punitive 0

Six Day War 0
Soviet Invasion of Hungary 0

Taiwan Straits 1
Turco-Cypriot 1

Ugandian-Tanzanian 2
Vietnam War, Phase 2 8
Vietnamese-Cambodian 2

War for Kosovo 2
War of Attrition 2
War over Angola 1

War over Lebanon 1
War over the Aouzou Strip 2

Yom Kippur War 0

Table A6: Number of discrete negotiation efforts per war.
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Appendix E: Robustness Checks for Hypothesis 1
This appendix provides several robustness checks on the hazard model results that support Hy-
pothesis 1 in the main text. For reference, my main analysis covers all post-1945 conflicts. My
main explanatory variable is an interaction between my binary negotiation variable and a battlefield
momentum measure based on the previous d = 60 days of the war.

E.1: Other Temporal Windows
Here, I check whether my main findings are affected by using other temporal windows—that is,
values of d. Tables A7 and A8 recreate the analysis in Table 3 of the main text, but use d = 30
and d = 90 respectively. The substantive results are unaffected by these adjustments.

Figure A5 reproduces the appropriate marginal effects plots and continue to provide visual
evidence that negotiations undermine the likelihood of conflict termination when war initiators
have the battlefield trending in their favor.
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Table A7: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination, using a 30-day momentum measure.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3)

Negotiation −3.890 −2.223 −3.206
(1.846) (1.724) (1.834)

Momentum 0.081 0.577∗∗ 0.217
(0.137) (0.254) (0.143)

Negotiation × Momentum −0.513∗ −0.955∗∗∗

(0.316) (0.371)
Position −0.078 −0.117

(0.097) (0.093)
Issue salience −0.965∗∗∗ −0.962∗∗∗

(0.305) (0.304)
Contiguity 0.375 2.646

(0.533) (1.994)
CINC ratio 1.285 1.989∗∗

(0.769) (0.877)
Democracy −0.122 −0.165

(0.543) (0.548)
Nuclear 0.216 −0.115

(0.544) (0.572)
Post-Cold War 1.623∗∗∗ 1.734∗∗∗

(0.581) (0.610)
Active battles −0.446∗ −0.604∗∗

(0.271) (0.314)
Completed battles 1.931∗∗∗ 1.907∗∗∗

(0.366) (0.375)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A8: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination, using a 90-day momentum measure.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3)

Negotiation −3.816∗ −2.618 −3.124
(1.815) (1.729) (1.809)

Momentum 0.004 0.559∗∗ 0.109
(0.138) (0.220) (0.139)

Negotiation × Momentum −0.307 −0.685∗∗∗

(0.224) (0.261)
Position −0.042 −0.069

(0.110) (0.106)
Issue salience −0.991∗∗∗ −0.986∗∗∗

(0.303) (0.309)
Contiguity 0.416 2.248

(0.555) (1.931)
CINC ratio 1.355 2.124∗∗

(0.796) (0.901)
Democracy −0.139 −0.344

(0.537) (0.551)
Nuclear 0.261 0.018

(0.539) (0.567)
Post-Cold War 1.644∗∗∗ 1.713∗∗∗

(0.583) (0.604)
Active battles −0.430∗∗ −0.587∗∗

(0.262) (0.307)
Completed battles 1.937∗∗∗ 2.069∗∗∗

(0.370) (0.386)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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(a) d = 30. Based on Model 3 of Table ??.
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(b) d = 90. Based on Model 3 of Table A8.

Figure A5: Marginal effect of negotiations on conflict termination, conditional on battlefield momentum
over the last d days. 95% confidence intervals in bands.
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E.2: Re-weighted Battles
The main analysis utilizes standardized scores where all battles receive a weight of one. This is
an obvious simplification; some battles are far more consequential, informative, and/or costly than
others, and leaders likely care about this distinctions when making choices regarding the conduct
of war.

No consistent information on casualties or troop allocations exists across all battles to cre-
ate weighted scores based on direct military losses.40 As such, I try two alternatives that add
heterogeneity to the scores.

The first involves differentiation based on whether the battle attacker or battle defender won.
If we take the notion of the first-mover advantage and project it down to the battle level, then
attackers should select into clashes where they have tactical and strategic advantages. They should
generally select into battles they believe they can win. Losing a battle one initiates is surprising and
thus bears greater informational weight. Table A9 breaks down the battles according to whether
the war initiator or target won (which I used in the main analysis), as well as whether the battle
attacker or defender won. Perhaps attesting to the first-mover advantage in battles, attackers tend
to be highly successful, winning 67% of the time. I give battles won by the defender a weight of
v > 1. Here, v = 2 to roughly align with observed proportions.

Battle
Inconclusive

Battle
Total

Attacker Defender

War Initiator
106 (0.32) 61 (0.18) 167 (0.50)

1 v

Inconclusive
18 (0.05) 18 (0.05)

0

War Target
104 (0.31) 45 (0.13) 149 (0.45)

−1 −v

Total 210 (0.67) 18 (0.05) 106 (0.32) 334 (1.00)

Table A9: Re-weighted scores for individual battles according to which belligerent won. Victor is identified
according to its role in starting the overall war and starting the individual battle.

Second, I create weighted scores based on the log-length of each battle. Duration indicates
persistence in fighting, which proxies for the importance of the objective over which hostilities
occur. The outcome of a longer battle will prefer more information and have a larger impact on
subsequent decision-making. A battle that lasts ` days therefore receives a weight of log(`).

Table A10 replicates Table 3 in the main analysis using battle scores re-weighted by defender
victories, and Figure A6 displays marginal effects.

Table A11 and Figure A7 are replications using logged battle length.
Both sets of results produce similar results and support the same argument: When battlefield

momentum favors the war initiator, negotiations that take place at those times tend to be associated
with lower chances of war termination.

40Weisiger (2016) produces monthly-level casualty estimates, but these cannot be disaggregated to the daily or
battle level.
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Table A10: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination, with battle measures re-weighted for defender victories.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation −3.838 −1.993 −3.003
(1.842) (1.724) (1.846)

Momentum 0.026 0.409 0.164∗

(0.099) (0.215) (0.105)
Negotiation × Momentum −0.392∗ −0.705∗∗∗

(0.206) (0.229)
Position −0.053 −0.078

(0.073) (0.069)
Issue salience −0.982∗∗∗ −0.952∗∗∗

(0.301) (0.309)
Contiguity 0.445 2.599

(0.546) (2.003)
CINC ratio 1.415 2.365∗∗

(0.797) (0.912)
Democracy −0.167 −0.445

(0.541) (0.564)
Nuclear 0.260 −0.128

(0.540) (0.581)
Post-Cold War 1.661∗∗∗ 1.703∗∗∗

(0.588) (0.604)
Active battles −0.440∗ −0.694∗∗

(0.268) (0.341)
Completed battles 1.946∗∗∗ 2.160∗∗∗

(0.369) (0.397)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A11: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination, with battle measures re-weighted by logged battle duration.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation −3.792∗ −2.656 −4.096∗

(1.822) (1.744) (1.891)
Momentum 0.007 0.145 0.062

(0.048) (0.143) (0.056)
Negotiation × Momentum −0.094 −0.197∗∗

(0.091) (0.093)
Position −0.048 −0.114

(0.093) (0.102)
Issue salience −0.992∗∗∗ −1.055∗∗∗

(0.303) (0.304)
Contiguity 0.405 2.130

(0.539) (1.928)
CINC ratio 1.319 1.723∗

(0.819) (0.875)
Democracy −0.145 −0.193

(0.539) (0.548)
Nuclear 0.268 0.094

(0.540) (0.555)
Post-Cold War 1.640∗∗∗ 1.654∗∗∗

(0.581) (0.604)
Active battles −0.431∗ −0.539∗

(0.263) (0.294)
Completed battles 1.944∗∗∗ 1.972∗∗∗

(0.374) (0.383)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Figure A6: Marginal effect of negotiations on conflict termination, conditional on battlefield momentum
weighted by defender victories.
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Figure A7: Marginal effect of negotiations on conflict termination, conditional on battlefield momentum
weighted by logged battle length.
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E.3: Pre-1945 and Shorter Wars
In this subsection, I assess war termination patterns in pre-1945 wars, as well as a subset of post-
1945 wars.

First, I perform same analysis on pre-1945 conflicts to serve as a comparison with my main
post-1945 results. I replace the variables for nuclear belligerents and with variables for major powers
(based on COW). I also replace the Post-Cold War variable with one that tracks the period between
the two World Wars. Table A12 captures those results. Model 1 is a simple bivariate regression
testing negotiation’s impact on war termination. We see a strong positive effect of negotiations on
the conclusion of conflict. This is a major contrast with the post-1945 findings, where we saw no
such effect. A positive estimate here is consistent with the results in Min (2017) and lends credence
to the view of negotiation as a reflection of fighting in these pre-1945 conflicts.

Subfigure A8a shows the marginal effects of negotiations as momentum varies. Across most
values of momentum, the marginal effect of negotiations on war termination, remains relatively
unaffected and consistently positive.

Some concerns may exist that two exceptionally long wars—the Vietnam and Iran-Iraq conflicts—
have an undue influence on these results. Table A13 replicates the main analysis, but removes these
two wars from the data. The results are unchanged. The marginal effect plot in Subfigure A8b
actually becomes far stronger than what we saw in the main text, suggesting that these longer
wars were diluting the impact of instrumental negotiations. This makes sense, since the impact of
instrumental negotiations as a tool to mitigate the first-mover advantage likely loses its value in
protracted conflicts.
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Table A12: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination for pre-1945 wars.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation 2.528∗∗∗ 2.574∗∗∗ 2.658∗∗∗ 2.634∗∗∗

(0.293) (0.332) (0.313) (0.348)
Momentum 0.071 0.182∗∗∗ 0.108

(0.061) (0.067) (0.081)
Negotiation × Momentum −0.098 −0.052

(0.078) (0.082)
Position −0.016 −0.014

(0.032) (0.032)
Issue salience −0.053 −0.050

(0.234) (0.233)
Contiguity 0.519 0.519

(0.409) (0.409)
CINC ratio 0.702 0.671

(0.624) (0.628)
Democracy −0.022 −0.010

(0.373) (0.374)
Major power −0.141 −0.160

(0.373) (0.373)
Interwar period −0.267 −0.283

(0.369) (0.371)
Active battles −0.533∗∗∗ −0.526∗∗∗

(0.205) (0.205)
Completed battles 0.884∗∗∗ 0.867∗∗∗

(0.284) (0.287)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X X
Observations 23,726 23,726 23,726 23,726
Events 57 57 57 57

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A13: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on
war termination, removing the Vietnam and Iran-Iraq Wars.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation −2.055 0.344 −1.641 0.406
(1.686) (0.451) (1.804) (0.473)

Momentum −0.020 0.534∗ 0.096
(0.167) (0.232) (0.175)

Negotiation × Momentum −0.446∗ −0.842∗∗∗

(0.256) (0.291)
Position −0.013 −0.022

(0.133) (0.140)
Issue salience −0.798∗∗∗ −0.821∗∗

(0.295) (0.314)
Contiguity 0.700 0.708

(0.506) (0.539)
CINC ratio 1.587∗ 1.988∗∗

(0.806) (0.826)
Democracy −0.461 −0.529

(0.512) (0.544)
Nuclear 0.408 0.093

(0.516) (0.560)
Post-Cold War 1.404∗∗ 1.268∗∗

(0.559) (0.569)
Active battles −0.311 −0.492∗

(0.256) (0.303)
Completed battles 1.796∗∗∗ 1.965∗∗∗

(0.372) (0.386)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X X
Observations 6,498 6,498 6,498 6,498
Events 33 33 33 33

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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(a) Pre-1945 wars. Based on Model 4 of Table A12.
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(b) Post-1945 wars, removing Vietnam and Iran-Iraq.
Based on Model 3 of Table A13.

Figure A8: Marginal effect of negotiations on conflict termination, conditional on battlefield momentum,
for two different pools of data. 95% confidence intervals in bands.
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E.4: Instrumental Ceasefires
There may be a question of whether the effects of negotiations in my analysis are actually related
to ceasefires—the very explicit reduction of hostilities. Table A15 redoes Table 3 in the main text,
but replaces the negotiation variable with ceasefires.

Table A14 shows how negotiations are distributed conditional on the occurrence of negotiations.
Note that the correlation between these two variables is quite low: ρ = 0.0121.

Ceasefire
No Yes

Negotiation
No 8,971 (0.805) 451 (0.037) 9,422 (0.042)
Yes 3,534 (0.143) 217 (0.015) 3,751 (0.158)

12,505 (0.948) 668 (0.052) 13,173 (1.000)

Table A14: Distributions of negotiations conditional on existence of ceasefires for post-1945 conflicts.

Models 1 and 2 show that ceasefires tend to predict the termination of conflict. This is un-
surprising, given that many post-1945 wars explicitly end through ceasefires rather than formal
agreements (Fazal 2013; Fortna 2009). Models 3 and 4 include the interaction term between cease-
fires and battlefield momentum. Model 3 gives some weak evidence of “instrumental ceasefires”:
When the battlefield is trending in favor of the war target, ceasefires may decrease the likelihood
of negotiations. However, the interaction term’s statistical significance disappears once control
variables are added in Model 4.

Figure A9 displays marginal effects and shows little meaningful effect for ceasefires on the
termination of conflict after we include appropriate controls.

As such, ceasefires do not help to delay the termination of wars in the same manner that
negotiations often do.
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Figure A9: Marginal effect of ceasefires on conflict termination, conditional on battlefield momentum. 95%
confidence intervals in bands.
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Table A15: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of ceasefires and momentum on
war termination.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ceasefire 2.543∗∗∗ 1.360 2.816∗∗∗ 1.179
(0.391) (2.079) (0.436) (2.134)

Momentum 0.091 −0.142 0.033
(0.185) (0.149) (0.194)

Ceasefire × Momentum −0.538 0.188
(0.513) (0.210)

Position −0.248 −0.255
(0.172) (0.169)

Issue salience −0.632 −0.628
(0.360) (0.364)

Contiguity −0.620 −0.712
(0.627) (0.631)

CINC ratio 0.572 0.258
(0.962) (1.026)

Democracy −6.014∗∗∗ −5.982∗∗∗

(2.297) (2.290)
Nuclear 4.837∗∗∗ 5.168∗∗∗

(2.015) (2.046)
Post-Cold War 1.462 1.575∗

(0.705) (0.721)
Active battles −0.251 −0.219

(0.274) (0.273)
Completed battles 6.743∗∗∗ 6.814∗∗∗

(1.838) (1.847)

Clustered SEs (War) X X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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E.5: Lopsidedness
The paper’s main argument suggests that instrumental negotiations may be used to manage con-
flicts, but that they are systematically more helpful for war targets (and thus, used in a manner
that works against the interests of the aggressor/initiator). Here, I test whether instrumental ne-
gotiations actually help to contain wars regardless of which side is faring better on the battlefield.

In Table A16, I reproduce Models 3 and 4 of Table 3 in the main text. I replace my position
and momentum measures with their absolute values. This accounts for lopsidedness in position
and momentum, without accounting for whether the initiator or target is the side experiencing an
advantage. A value of zero indicates parity, and higher values indicate more imbalanced activity.
No evidence for instrumental negotiations appear; the Negotiation× |Momentum| coefficients are
not statistically significant. However, we do see that bumps in momentum (regardless of side) help
hasten conflict termination.

Figure A10 displays the marginal effects plot and visually demonstrates that mere lopsidedness
in momentum does not affect the impact of negotiations on war termination.
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Figure A10: Marginal effect of ceasefires on conflict termination, conditional on lopsidedness in battlefield
momentum. 95% confidence intervals in bands.
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Table A16: Cox proportional hazard model results regarding the effects of negotiation and lopsidedness on
war termination.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2)

Negotiation 1.240∗∗ 0.835
(0.557) (0.646)

Momentum 0.406∗∗∗ 0.672∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.189)
Negotiation × Momentum −0.022 0.001

(0.232) (0.315)
Position −0.139

(0.141)
Issue salience −0.524∗

(0.279)
Contiguity 3.202∗∗

(1.918)
CINC ratio 4.905∗∗

(2.601)
Democracy −0.419

(0.567)
Nuclear −0.127

(0.578)
Post-Cold War 1.415∗∗

(0.611)
Active battles −0.389

(0.297)
Completed battles 0.782

(0.502)

Clustered SEs (War) X X
Observations 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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E.6: Frailty Model
The main text’s analysis uses standard errors clustered by war. However, there may be concerns
that other forms of unobserved heterogeneity exist in the data for which the control variables cannot
account. The inclusion of a frailty term for wars (which are effectively random effects in the Cox
proportional hazards framework) can help resolve this.

Table A17 replicates Table 3 in the main text, but uses a frailty model. We see that the main
findings are unchanged, though many of the standard errors grow slightly larger. The most notable
difference is a positive and statistically significant effect for negotiations in Model 4 (the effect is
negative and insignificant in the main text). Even so, Figure A11 shows that the marginal effect
of negotiations on war termination remains very similar: When war initiators have a firm upper
hand, any negotiations that occur are likely to undermine the termination of hostilities.
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Figure A11: Marginal effect of negotiations on conflict termination, conditional on lopsidedness in battle-
field momentum, using a frailty model. 95% confidence intervals in bands.
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Table A17: Frailty model results regarding the effects of negotiations and momentum on war termination.

Dependent variable:

War termination

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation −2.447 −3.229∗ −2.085 −2.575
(1.678) (1.969) (1.693) (1.918)

Momentum −0.008 0.029 0.108
(0.157) (0.114) (0.144)

Negotiation × Momentum −0.517∗∗ −0.694∗∗

(0.250) (0.285)
Position −0.093 −0.091

(0.124) (0.109)
Issue salience −0.847∗∗ −0.895∗∗∗

(0.351) (0.312)
Contiguity 1.870 2.890

(2.148) (2.344)
CINC ratio 1.828∗ 2.039∗∗

(0.949) (0.917)
Democracy −0.455 −0.245

(0.685) (0.607)
Nuclear 0.175 −0.254

(0.674) (0.597)
Post-Cold War 1.798∗∗ 1.588∗∗∗

(0.723) (0.627)
Active battles −0.606∗∗ −0.672∗∗

(0.291) (0.317)
Completed battles 4.788∗∗∗ 4.576∗∗∗

(1.252) (1.141)

Frailty term (War) X X X X
Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123
Events 35 35 35 35

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Appendix F: Robustness Check for Hypothesis 2
When assessing Hypothesis 2 in the main text, I noted that the simultaneous use of a lagged
dependent variable and war fixed effects introduces the risk of bias (Nickell 1981). The relatively
high number of observations for most wars helps to alleviate this issue. Nonetheless, Table A18
replicates Table 4 in the main text, but removes the lagged dependent variable. The negative
association between negotiations and active battles, which is the primary finding, remains.
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Table A18: Poisson regression results for the number of active battles per war-day, with only war fixed
effects.

Dependent variable:

Active battles

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Negotiation −0.226∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗ −0.164∗∗∗ −0.136∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.049) (0.039) (0.051)
Ceasefire −1.329∗∗∗ −1.224∗∗∗

(0.126) (0.135)
Momentum −0.024∗ −0.015

(0.012) (0.012)
Issue salience 2.115∗∗∗ 2.654∗∗∗

(0.194) (0.202)
Contiguity −1.929∗∗∗ −2.017∗∗∗

(0.215) (0.218)
CINC ratio 0.196 0.096

(0.251) (0.261)
Democracy −0.389∗∗∗ −0.463∗∗∗

(0.097) (0.105)
Nuclear 0.671∗∗∗ 0.397∗∗

(0.177) (0.161)
Post-Cold War 1.047∗∗∗ 1.928∗∗∗

(0.294) (0.307)
Completed battles −0.442∗∗∗ −0.423∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.028)
Constant −0.252∗∗∗ −3.512∗∗∗ 0.157∗∗ −4.519∗∗∗

(0.079) (0.332) (0.064) (0.353)

War FEs X X X X
Clustered SEs (War) X X X X

Observations 13,123 13,123 13,123 13,123

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Appendix G: Robustness Checks for Hypothesis 3
This appendix performs a handful of additional robustness checks on Hypothesis 3.

G.1: Lopsidedness
Figure A12 and Table A19 replicate Figure 6 and Table 6 in the main text. I replace the momentum
measure with its absolute value. This helps assess how absolute momentum (regardless of which
side benefits) behaves before and after negotiations. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the results obscure
the difference between gains by the initiator and target. We do not see any reversal of fortune or
return to parity, but rather an increase in absolute momentum. This is likely a reflection of the
new gains that war targets make in the aftermath of failed negotiations.
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Figure A12: Average value of absolute momentum in the 14 days before and after every negotiation period
that does not terminate war.

G.2: 30-Day MomentumMeasure
The main analysis in the paper uses a 60-day momentum measure. Figure ?? and Table ??
demonstrates that the main results remain when using a 30-day window for the momentum measure.

G.3: 90-Day MomentumMeasure
Figure A14 and Table A21 demonstrates that the main results remain when using a 90-day window
for the momentum measure.
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Table A19: Least squares regressions of lopsided momentum (d = 60), before and after negotiations end.

Dependent variable:

Momentum

7-Day Window 14-Day Window 21-Day Window

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post-negotiation 0.112∗∗ 0.041 0.179∗∗∗ 0.070∗ 0.196∗∗∗ 0.064∗

(0.053) (0.050) (0.041) (0.039) (0.037) (0.035)
Negotiation 0.156 0.021 −0.066

(0.114) (0.076) (0.063)
Issue salience −0.169 −0.460 −0.769∗∗

(0.436) (0.311) (0.300)
Contiguity −0.928∗∗ −0.523∗∗ −0.258

(0.364) (0.248) (0.215)
CINC ratio −0.010 −0.066 −0.170

(0.363) (0.260) (0.236)
Democracy −0.340 −0.526∗∗∗ −0.719∗∗∗

(0.216) (0.165) (0.163)
Nuclear 0.520∗ 0.595∗∗∗ 0.742∗∗∗

(0.301) (0.196) (0.169)
Post-Cold War −1.116∗∗ −0.885∗∗ −0.750∗∗

(0.507) (0.361) (0.304)
Active battles −0.008 −0.015 −0.020

(0.045) (0.030) (0.026)
Completed battles 0.546∗∗∗ 0.651∗∗∗ 0.773∗∗∗

(0.093) (0.069) (0.064)
Time trend −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Constant 0.373∗ 1.204 0.140 1.395∗∗ 0.059 1.744∗∗∗

(0.211) (0.850) (0.131) (0.592) (0.108) (0.531)

War FEs X X X

Observations 788 788 1,440 1,440 2,025 2,025

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A20: Least squares regressions of momentum (d = 30), before and after negotiations end.

Dependent variable:

Momentum

7-Day Window 14-Day Window 21-Day Window

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post-negotiation −0.138∗∗∗ −0.163∗∗∗ −0.213∗∗∗ −0.245∗∗∗ −0.302∗∗∗ −0.336∗∗∗

(0.045) (0.044) (0.036) (0.034) (0.030) (0.029)
Negotiation −0.061 −0.098 −0.006

(0.112) (0.085) (0.064)
Issue salience −1.327∗∗∗ −1.197∗∗∗ −1.272∗∗∗

(0.326) (0.200) (0.169)
Contiguity 2.373∗∗∗ 2.242∗∗∗ 2.649∗∗∗

(0.519) (0.376) (0.313)
CINC ratio −0.055 0.104 0.436∗∗

(0.235) (0.181) (0.181)
Democracy 0.542∗∗∗ 0.488∗∗∗ 0.332∗∗∗

(0.196) (0.151) (0.127)
Nuclear −0.249 −0.338∗ −0.359∗∗

(0.261) (0.181) (0.152)
Post-Cold War 0.792 0.809∗∗ 0.973∗∗∗

(0.560) (0.403) (0.323)
Active battles 0.112∗∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗ 0.111∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.030) (0.026)
Completed battles 0.341∗∗∗ 0.338∗∗∗ 0.357∗∗∗

(0.087) (0.058) (0.048)
Time trend −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗ −0.0003∗∗∗

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Constant −0.360∗ 0.361 −0.121 0.314 0.010 0.088

(0.213) (0.755) (0.133) (0.493) (0.113) (0.388)

War FEs X X X

Observations 788 788 1,440 1,440 2,025 2,025

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Table A21: Least squares regressions of momentum (d = 90), before and after negotiations end.

Dependent variable:

Momentum

7-Day Window 14-Day Window 21-Day Window

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Post-negotiation −0.063 −0.190∗∗ −0.077 −0.233∗∗∗ −0.145∗∗∗ −0.293∗∗∗

(0.070) (0.076) (0.055) (0.059) (0.049) (0.052)
Negotiation −0.015 −0.022 0.097

(0.149) (0.102) (0.078)
Issue salience −0.998∗∗ −1.406∗∗∗ −1.832∗∗∗

(0.455) (0.331) (0.283)
Contiguity 3.581∗∗∗ 4.111∗∗∗ 4.724∗∗∗

(0.573) (0.429) (0.373)
CINC ratio −3.482∗∗∗ −2.240∗∗∗ −1.111∗∗∗

(0.792) (0.493) (0.371)
Democracy 0.163 0.201 −0.059

(0.307) (0.240) (0.212)
Nuclear 1.115∗∗ 0.576 0.240

(0.462) (0.359) (0.309)
Post-Cold War 3.337∗∗∗ 2.976∗∗∗ 2.781∗∗∗

(0.589) (0.438) (0.358)
Active battles 0.099∗ 0.068∗ 0.032

(0.053) (0.038) (0.033)
Completed battles 0.797∗∗∗ 0.776∗∗∗ 0.747∗∗∗

(0.156) (0.106) (0.086)
Time trend −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗ −0.001∗∗∗

(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Constant −0.397∗ −0.088 −0.197 0.084 −0.092 0.170

(0.208) (0.687) (0.128) (0.561) (0.107) (0.486)

War FEs X X X

Observations 788 788 1,440 1,440 2,025 2,025

Note: ∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01
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Figure A13: Average value of momentum (d = 30) in the 14 days before and after every negotiation period
that does not terminate war.
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Figure A14: Average value of momentum (d = 90) in the 14 days before and after every negotiation period
that does not terminate war.
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